Abstract. Given any oriented link diagram, one can construct knot invariants using skein relations. Usually such a skein relation contains three or four terms. In this paper, the author introduces several new ways to smooth a crossings, and uses a system of skein equations to construct link invariant. This invariant can also be modified by writhe to get a more powerful invariant. The modified invariant is a generalization of both the HOMFLYPT polynomial and the two-variable Kauffman polynomial. Using the diamond lemma, a simplified version of the modified invariant is given. It is easy to compute and is a generalization of the two-variable Kauffman polynomial.
Introduction
Polynomial invariants of links have a long history. In 1928, J.W. Alexander [2] discovered the famous Alexander polynomial. It has many connections with other topological invariants. More than 50 years later, in 1984 Vaughan Jones [5] discovered the Jones polynomial. Soon, the HOMFLYPT polynomial [4] [9] was found. It turns out to be a generalization of both the Alexander polynomial and the Jones polynomial. There are other polynomials, for example, the Kauffman 2-variable polynomial. All those polynomials satisfy certain skein relations, which are linear equations concerning several link diagrams. A natural questions is whether they can be further generalized. In this paper, the author presents a new approach to construct link invariant. It is a natural generalization of both the HOMFLYPT polynomial and the 2-variable Kauffman polynomial. This is a rewritten and improved version of an earlier preprint of the author [12] .
For simplicity, we use the following symbols to denote link diagrams. In Fig. 1 , letters E, S, W, N mean the east, south,west and north directions as in usual maps, + means positive crossing, − means negative crossing. For example, S + means the middle of the two arrows is south direction, and the crossing is of positive type. S means the middle of the two arrows is south direction, and there is no crossing. Similarly, we have the local diagrams N + , N − , N, W + , W − , W, S + , S − , S. The diagram HC means that it is horizontal, and rotating clockwise. Similarly, V T means that it is vertical, and rotating anticlockwise. This invariant can also be modified by the writhe, like the Kauffman bracket and the Kauffman 2-variable polynomial [6] . Let Compare with the well-known knot polynomials, there are a few differences here.
(1) The skein relation has 2 cases. (2) The coefficients now are from a commutative (or non commutative) ring, and there are some nontrivial relations among them. (3) The skein relation is not local here. This means for a given oriented diagram D, if we use the skein relation, the diagram is not only changed locally. The orientation change is globally. To avoid contradictions, not all kinds of diagrams are allowed, and the coefficients have to satisfy certain relations. This is why we do not have a polynomial invariant. The invariant takes value in a commutative ring.
Our work was motivated by Jozef H. Przytycki and Pawel Traczyk's paper [9] , and V. O. Manturov's proofs in his book [7] . Our construction and proof is a modification and improvement of their work.
Full resolution commutativity
2.1. Orientation of diagrams. For simplicity, the symbol E + (E − , etc.) has two meanings in this paper. It denotes (i) the whole link diagram with the special local pattern, (ii) the value of our invariant on the diagram E + . In this section, instead of writing
we write
In later sections, we use f (E + ) to denote the value of our invariant on the diagram E + . As mentioned before, we propose the following new skein relations. If the two arrows/arcs are from the same link component, then
If the two arrows/arcs are from different components, then
Each diagram/term in the equations is canonically orientated as follows. Take the first equation for example. We can draw a disk in each of the diagrams E + , E − , E+, W, HC, HT, V C, V T . Outside the disks, all diagrams are all the same, inside the disks are as in Fig. 1 . Furthermore, inside the disks, E + , E − , E+, W, HC, HT, V C, V T are already oriented. Let's start with E + , suppose every component of E + is oriented. Then E − and E, outside the disk one take the same orientation as in E + . Then E − and E are oriented. The link components of W can be divided into two sets. One set, say A, contains components passing through the disk. Then we can extend the orientation of the disk to the whole components. For other components, we just take the same orientation as in E + . The same can be done for HC, HT, V C, V T .
In other words, for the link components containing the arcs in the local diagram, their orientations are determined by the local diagrams. For all other components, the orientation is not changed. Since we distinguish the same/different component cases, there is no contradiction regarding to the orientation assumption.
There is no S or N terms in the first equation, because if the two strands are from same component, this orientation assignment will cause contradiction in orientation. Under our assumption for the orientation, the two equations are the maximal. If one add other diagrams, then there will be contradiction for orientation.
2.2.
Resolution order independence condition f pq = f qp . If we want to calculate the invariant of a diagram D, we can start at any crossing point p. When we apply the formula at a crossing p, there are two things to check, 1. the two arcs are from same/ different component, 2. the crossing is positive or negative. We call the above information the crossing pattern of p. The crossing pattern determines which skein equation to use and how to use it. For example, if p is a negative crossing point, and the two arcs are from the same link component, then we get:
Hence if we have defined the invariant for E + , E, · · · , we get the invariant for E − . This is similar to the usually calculation of Jones polynomial by using skein relation. This also motivates us to define the invariant inductively. Such a procedure that write one term as a linear combination of other terms in the equation will be referred to as resolving at p. We call −b
Given a link diagram D with crossings p 1 , · · · p n . Pick two crossings, say p, q. We can use the skein relation to resolve the diagram at a crossing p. The output is a linear combination of many terms. Each term involves a link diagram D j . We write
. Each D j also has a crossing point corresponding to the crossing q. For each such diagram D j , we resolve it at the point q. We shall get f q (D j ), a linear combination of many terms. Add the results up, we get a linear combination of linear combinations. We denote the result by f pq (D) = α i f q (D j ). It is the result of completely resolving at two crossing points in the order p first, then q. Similarly, if we resolve D at q first, then q, we can get another result f qp (D). Now, we require that for any pair p, q, f pq (D) = f qp (D). The equation f pq (D) = f qp (D) is very important in this paper. Once this condition is satisfied, one need just a few more equations to get a link invariant. We shall discuss this condition in full detail and consider several cases.
When we list all the subcases, we get the conclusion that any two elements from
Convention: For convenience, later on in the second table, we exchange the order of the elements of all the terms. For example, cd is changed to dc. So for an entry xy, x always comes from resolving the first crossing point, y always comes from resolving the second crossing point.
Nontrivial cases. Now we are going to discuss the nontrivial cases. For simplicity, we use A, B to denote the end of the first crossing p, and C, D to denote the end of the second crossing q. We also use them to denote the oriented strands. Since there is a symmetry of positive/negative crossing both in the skein relation and the diagrams, we discuss only positive crossings cases. We shall tell how to deal with the other cases later.
For the nontrivial cases, there must be one link component passing through both the crossings p and q. There are four arcs in the two disks containing the two crossings. 
If the two crossings are both negative crossings, then we change all the coefficients x to x.
The relations become their conjugates. For
If the first crossing p is a negative crossing, q is positive, then we change the first coefficients x to x. For example, (
In the relations, we change the first variables to their conjugates. For example, c
Likewise, if the first crossing p is a positive crossing, q is negative, we get c
In short, if we have a relation xy = cd, we will add xy = cd, xy = cd and xy = cd. We will refer to this as complete the relation by the operation.
To handle the (BC, A, D) case, let's first introduce another conjugation induced by taking mirror image. Taking the mirror image of each term of our skein relation, E + , E − , E, W, HC, HT, V C, V T, S, N are changed to E − , E + , E, W, HC, HT, V C, V T, S, N (see Fig. 3 ). Let "
For other x, x = x. For the link (BC, A, D), suppose the crossing p is negative, q is positive. Then we can change the disk at p to its mirror image, and add virtual crossings. Then the new link is the case (AC, B, D) . In the new link, both crossings are positive. Although the new link (AC, B, D) contain virtual crossings, all the calculations we made before are still valid. There is a one to one correspondence between the results of complete resolving (BC, A, D) and (AC, B, D) at p, q. From the results of (BC, A, D) to (AC, B, D), the mirror takes E − to E + , V C to V T and so on. Since E − is mapped to E + , we have to map x to x. Since V C is mapped to V T , we have to map c 3 to c 4 = " c 3 and so on. Because the mirror is only placed near the first crossing p, in a relation xy = cd we only change the first variables to get xy = cd. Therefor, if we have a relation xy = cd from (AC, B, D), we will add xy = cd for (BC, A, D). Since we also have xy = cd, we can say that if we have a relation xy = cd, we will add xy = cd. Sinilarly, for (AD, B, C), (BD, A, C), if we have a relation xy = cd, we will add x y = c d and x y = c d. We will refer to this as complete the relation by the operation.
In To get all the equations f pq = f qp , we shall list all the possible cases that how the two strands of p is connected to the two strands of q. Up to the positive/negative crossing type symmetry, and mirror symmetry, there are only few nontrivial cases. If there are only two components pass the two disks, up to symmetry, we have (AC, BD), (ABC, D). If there is only one components pass the two disks, up to symmetry, we have (ACBD) or (ACDB).
So, we have the following five cases.
Case 2, (AC, BD) Resolving p first, we shall get the following equations.
(
Resolving q first, we shall get the following equations. Table 5 . Case (AC, BD), resolving p first. Table 6 . Case (AC, BD), resolving q first.
The relations here are:
Case 3, (ABC, D) Resolving p first, we shall get the following equations.
Resolving q first, we shall get the following equations. Table 7 . Case (ABC, D), resolving p first. Table 8 . Case (ABC, D), resolving q first.
Case 4, (ACBD) Resolving p first, we shall get the following equations.
Resolving q first, we shall get the following equations. Table 9 . Case (ACBD), resolving p first. Table 10 . Case (ACBD), resolving q first.
c1d1, c2d2
Case 5, (ACDB) Resolving p first, we shall get the following equations. 
Resolving q first, we shall get the following equations. 
In short, here are all the relations if the two crossings are all positive. Case 1: c
Case 5:
Remark 2.1. We list here the nontrivial relations when the two crossings are all positive. The above relations then should be completed by and operations. Please refer to the discussion in case 1. The collection of all nontrivial relations will be denoted by R. If the variables satisfy the relations in R, then f pq = f qp .
Proof of the main theorem
To define the invariant on any oriented link diagram D, we shall first assume/add some additional data.
(1) Suppose each link component has an orientation. This is already given. Given a monotone diagram, each link component k i can be regarded as a map k i : S 1 → R 3 = R 2 ×R, and the S 1 can be divided into two arcs α i ∪β i , such that, (1) the map
is an immersion, i.e., its image is the monotone diagram. (2) different points in β i has different z coordinates (the third coordinate in R 2 × R = R 3 ), hence β i → R 2 × R → R is monotonously increasing. (3) the image of α i is vertical, i.e. its projection on R 2 is one single point, i.e., a base point. (4) any point in k i has smaller z coordinate than the points in k i+1 . The set of maps {k i } is called a geometric realization of a monotone diagram.
Lemma 3.2. A monotone diagram corresponds to a trivial link.
We do not use this lemma explicitly in this paper. It will help the readers to understand why we define the value for monotone diagram to be v n . The proof is easy. We leave it as an exercise. For any integer n > 0, we introduce a variable v n , and suppose that (1
then there is a function f defined for marked link diagrams, satisfies the following properties. (1) The value for any marked link diagram is uniquely defined. For any trivial link diagram
D ∈ S(0, 0) with n components, f (D) = v n . (2
) Resolving at any crossing point, the invariant satisfies the skein relations. (3) It is invariant under base point changes. (4) f (D) is invariant under Reidemeister moves that never involve more than c crossings. (5) It is invariant under changing order of components.
Proof. The construction and proofs are all using induction on the index pair (c, d), where c is the crossing number of the diagram, and d is the number of bad points of the diagram. It is obvious that 0 ≤ d ≤ c.
The initial
Step. For a diagram of index (0, 0), namely a monotone diagram with no crossing points, define its value to be v n , where n is the number of components of the link. Then the statements (1)- (5) are satisfied for diagrams inside S(0, 0). There is nothing to prove in this case.
The inductive
Step. Now suppose the statements (1)- (5) are proved for link diagrams with crossings strictly less than c. This means that for any marked oriented link diagram with crossings < c, the value of the invariant is uniquely defined, independent of choice of base points and ordering of link components. Hence we can choose base points and ordering of link components arbitrarily to define the invariant.
Proof of the statement (1):
If the diagram D has index (c, 0), then it is a monotone diagram. We define f (D) to be v n , where n means that the link has n components.
Suppose that f Hence f is defined for those diagrams. So f (D) is uniquely determined by the skein relation. We take this as the definition of invariant for D. We shall prove later that if we resolve at other crossing point we shall get the same result.
Remark 3.4. We can similarly define the invariant for marked diagrams on S 2 . Given a marked link diagram D on R 2 , we can also regard it as a marked diagram on S 2 . However, for a marked link diagram D on S 2 , we can have many marked diagrams on R 2 , depending on where we pick the ∞ point. All those marked diagrams on R 2 have the same value of invariant using the definition above. As a consequence, when we later prove the Reidemeister moves invariance, we can actually allow more "generalized Reidemeister moves". For example, if an outermost monogon contains the ∞ point, we can use the Reidemeister move I to reduce it.
Proof of the statement (2).
For 
We resolve each D i at q, then we get the linear sum f q (D i
On the other hand, if we resolve D at q first, we get many diagrams D 
On the other hand, the ring is designed such that
. That is, if we resolve at q, the skein equation is satisfied. This means that one can resolve at any crossing point to calculate the invariant, not necessarily the first bad point.
To prove statement (3), we need the following lemmas. Using the above lemma, and a modification of [7] Lemma 5.1, we can prove the following lemma for marked link diagrams. Proof. (1) The proof is a modification of the proof in [7] . In a link diagram D, a loop is a part of a component that starts and ends at the same crossing. A innermost loop is called simple if it has no selfintersections. Two arcs bound a bigon if they have no selfintersections, have common initial and final points and no other intersections. A bigon is called simple if it does not contain smaller bigons and loops inside.
By an easy innermost argument, one knows that if D has crossing then D has a simple bigon or a simple loop. Case 1. If there is a simple bigon, suppose the two arcs p, q forming the bigon are from a same link component l. Since the bigon is simple, it satisfies the condition of lemma 3.6. Then there is a 3-gon with an edge in p and there is a 3-gon with an edge in q. Then one of them dose not contain the base point of l. Since this is a monotone diagram, one can move the 3-gon outside of the bigon by a Reidemeister 3 move. Thus the bigon is simplified. When there are no arcs in the bigon, one can remove the bigon by a Reidemeister 2 move. Case 2, if there is a simple bigon, and the two arcs p, q forming the bigon are from link component l, m. If at most one base point A or B of l, m lies in the bigon, then we can deal with it as in case 1. If both A, B lie in the bigon, say A is on arc a, B is on arc b. a divides the bigon into two parts, one part, say X, does not contain B. The boundary of X contain three parts, p ′ ⊂ p, q ′ ⊂ q, a. We regard p ′ ∪ a = p ′′ as one arc. The it forms a bigon with q ′ . Applying lemma 3.6, one can use Reidemeister 3 moves to remove arcs inside this bigon since B is outside of it. When there is no arc pass this new bigon, one can use Reidemeister 3 moves to move q to remove this bigon. Now the bigon contains at most one base point B. We can simplify it as above.
For a loop, we can regard it as a degenerate bigon and treat it similarly. Proof. Given two diagrams D and D ′ , which differ by a Reidemeister move III. Like above, we can assume all other points are good. In the two local disks containing the Reidemeister move III, there is a one to one correspondence between the three arcs as follows. We can order the three arcs by 1,2,3, (1
, and arc 2 (2 ′ ) is above arc 3 (3 ′ ). The one to one correspondence preserves the ordering. Their intersections induce a one to one correspondence between the three pairs of points in the two disks. Call them p, p ′ , q, q ′ , r, r ′ . If arc i intersects arc j at x, then arc i
Suppose p is the intersection of arc 1 and arc 2 (or arc 2 and arc 3), then we resolve both p and p ′ , and get many new link diagrams. There is a canonical one to one correspondence between those diagrams. So we can denote them by . So we can assume p is a good point. Similarly, we can assume the intersection of arc 2 and arc 3 is a good point. Now, the intersection of arc 1 and arc 3, say r, is also a good point. The reason is simple. Since we proved base point invariance, we can assume there is no base point on any of the 3 arcs. The intersection of arc 2 and arc 3 is good means we first travel arc 3, then arc 2. Likewise, intersection of arc 1 and arc 2 is good means we first travel arc 2, then arc 1. Hence we first travel arc 3, then arc 1, the intersection of arc 1 and arc 3 is good.
So all the three intersections p, q, r are good. It follows that p ′ , q ′ , r ′ are good. Now we have two monotone diagrams, the invariance is clear. . D ′ has one extra crossing point p. By base point invariance, we can choose base point such that p is a good point.
As before, we can assume that if there are bad points other than p, we can resolve them and prove Reidemeister move one invariance inductively. Now, all other points are good, then D and D ′ are both monotone diagrams of trivial links. Proof. Given two diagrams D and D ′ , which differs at a Reidemeister move II. D ′ has two more crossings, p and q. Likewise, we can assume all other points are good. If the two crossings, p and q, one is good, the other is bad, one can use a base point change to make them both good. Then both the diagrams D and D ′ are monotone diagrams. There is nothing to prove. The only case needs a proof is that both the two crossing are bad, and base point changes wouldn't change them from bad to good. However, changing both the two crossing will make them both good points. And in this case, the two arcs are from different link components.
In the following Fig. 5 , we list all 3 possible cases of the intersections as X i , X ′ i , i = 1, 2, 3. One has two bad points, the other has two good points. As before, we can assume all other points are good points. In each case, either X i or X ′ i is a monotone diagram. We apply the skein equation to the positive crossing of X i and X ′ i respectively. Then we have
i is a monotone diagram, invariance under Reidemeister II move is proved.
Proof of the statement (5): f is invariant under changing order of components. 
Then we have the following theorem. 
In general, replacing X by any homomorphic image of X, one will get a link invariant.
3.1.
Modifying by writhe. There is another closely related link invariant with values in another commutative ring Y . The idea is that the skein relations can reduce the calculation to monotone diagrams, and we can regard the set of monotone diagrams as a basis and assign writhe dependant values to those diagrams. The is an analogue of the Kauffman two variable polynomial. Now, let A be a new variable. Let Y denote the quotient ring Proof. As before, the proof is an induction on index (c, d).
Proof of the statement (1)(2): There is nothing to prove.
Proof of the statement (3)(4): As in last section, for a link diagram D with bad point, we resolve it at the first bad point and use the skein equation to define f (D). Then f is defined inductively for all link diagrams. Since f pq = f qp still hold, we have (4).
Proof of the statement (5):
This is similar as in last section. Suppose that (5) is true for diagrams with crossings ≤ c. Given a diagram D with a fixed orientation and order of components, suppose that there are two base point sets B and B ′ . We only need to deal with the case that B and B ′ has only one point x and x ′ different, they are in the same component k, and between x and x ′ there is only one crossing point p. 
